Driving Direction from West to East for our guests traveling to UC--

**I-90 to SR233/Westmoreland exit.**
After the toll booth, turn right at traffic signal, to SR 233---turn left.
South to SR 5. Turn left/east.
Into Utica on SR 5, continue to 5/8/12 north, go north.
Exit right to first exit of French rd. Turn right on French rd.
First intersection has French rd changing names to Champlin rd [ahead]; or turn right to Burrstone rd.

Champlin rd entrance:
Continue to first traffic signal, turn right into campus. Visitor parking is first right, and the parking lots on your right. Handicap parking closest to the gallery is on the left in the Strebel Hall circle drive.

Burrstone rd entrance:
Right from French rd to Burrstone, immediate left lane and left turn into the campus. At first stop sign, turn left. Visitor parking is available in all parking lots on the left from that point forward.

The art gallery is located in the lower/concourse level of the library [two story, red brick, square building on the main drive—see map with indicators]. The Library entrance is located on the courtside plaza. The gallery and concourse are accessible with the interior stairs located in the library entrance. Any handicap needs can be met in the library with their elevator to the lower level—ask at the desk; or in Strebel Hall to the lower level.

**I-90 at Exit 31 [SR 5/8/12]**
Continue straight to downtown on Genesse st.
Travel on Genesse until you arrive at the intersection of Burrstone rd to the right; and Parkway to the left.
Turn right on Burrstone rd.
Travel through two traffic signals. The UC entrance is on the right, shortly after the second signal.
Follow the campus directions listed above for the Burrstone rd entrance.